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"I was always the strong one. I was independent, determined, and willing to do anything to get what

I wanted. IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢m not that girl anymore. Everything started to change when I ran from both my

family and my mate." Savanna has been on the run from her family and her soulmate for the last 8

months, but everything changes when she goes back to her hometown for a funeral. A confrontation

with the mafia (who just so happens to be her brother) goes south, and her soulmate is the only one

who can protect her. Will she let him keep her safe, and will she let him into her heart? Only time will

tell. About the Shifty Series: 11 girls... 11 stories. What happens in a world where humans and

shifters live together in peace? Well... a lot, actually. In this series, you'll get just a glimpse of it.Each

of these ladies is fighting for love and for change in their lives and the world around them. The

books each stand on their own as every girl tells her story, and don't have to be read in any sort of

order to be enjoyed. With a new love story and happily ever after in each book, this series will show

you a new way to view shifters, one you may not have ever considered before. *These books are

clean Young Adult/New Adult fiction and contain no explicit content.The Story Timeline:1. More than

a Werewolf2. More than a Panther3. More than a Grizzly 4. More than a Mermaid5. More than an

Otter6. More than a Cheetah7. More than a Lion8. More than a Human (Coming Soon)
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This is the second book in the series and I can't wait to read the next. It is light and entertaining.

I loved LOVED LOVED this book and I'm making it a point to read the series. I love the attitude of

this GIRL PACK. They were friends for life no doubt . I would highly recommend these books for

high school. Maybe some of the bullying would stop. I think it would nice to have a soul mate out

there somewhereThat way girls could concentrate on the path what ever it is and not worry about

trying to impress some guy.Keep writing. Love your workMkeith Howard

What can I say. I really love the fact that we get to see different point of views from the different

shifters. The first book was of a wolf shifter named Leah and this book was of Savannah who is a

panther. I loved the danger, the action and the fact that these strong willed women figure out they're

"mates" make them a better person. Which is what love is all about anyways right? I won't spoil the

story but it is a quick easy read and I can't wait for the next chapter of Marley!!!!

The heroin is Entitled, whiny, narcissistic,and lacks focus."Really "Let's Build A College, "RAHH!

RAHH! RAHH! go team go! What was that some type of a joke? I know it's fantasy but come-on!

Like they have access to an entire town that they can just use as they please. And don't get me

started on the MAFIA, lets just say that (THE MAFIA) they should grow a set!

I love this series of shifter stories. In them, shifters have "come out" to the world. A group of 9 girls,

who are each a different type of shifter, plus their human friend have gotten together to make a

YouTube channel explaining shifters to the rest of the world. The first book was about a wolf shifter,

this book was about a panther, and the next book is about a bear.These girls really want to make a

difference in the world and they do it!I can't wait for the next book!

I'm glad she got her happily ever after in a way i wouldn't have seen coming I can't wait to hear

about the rest of the shifty girls!

Sara Summers books are amazing. I was hooked right from the beginning with the first Shifty Book.



I am anxiously awaiting the next book in the series! ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤

This story is full of drama. Just when one problem is solved, more appear. There is no happy ever

after.
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